
 
 

'Telegraph 25': the definitive list of our favourite investment funds  

23 March 2018  

Investors only have two weeks to use up this year's Isa allowance, but where should they be putting 
their money?  

Ordinary investors are never short of resources offering to help them choose a home for their money. 
For those who pick investments for themselves, ratings and buy-lists exist to highlight the best-
regarded funds. 

Both can be invaluable in helping to avoid the many traps that await novice investors, such as “closet” 
trackers that do nothing a far simpler fund couldn’t do for a fraction of the cost, or those well-known 
brands that rely on their familiarity to sell bog-standard funds at a high price. 

Even with these useful aids, however, DIY investors can be left with a baffling range of options. 

The Telegraph Money team are frequently asked by readers for suggestions for the best place to house 
their savings. Often of most interest to them are the funds to which we ourselves entrust our money. 

With this in mind, we have devised the Telegraph 25 – a concentrated list of funds, investment trusts 
and exchange-traded products that we think stand out from the crowd. 

How we built the list 

Like other “buy lists”, ours includes investments we think offer great potential for success. The 
difference comes in the scale of the list and how we’ve approached its construction. 

At just 25 names we have tried to present only our most favoured funds to give readers a degree of 
conviction they seldom find. 

Additionally, we have tried to provide options in response to the questions we are frequently asked 
by readers, and have borne their objectives in mind. That is why our list bears no relation to industry 
sectors, and even omits options in some major markets. 

For these reasons, the list cannot encompass every good fund. In fact, many excellent ones have not 
made the list and experts are sure to disagree. 

The 25 have been selected following discussion among Telegraph Money staff (see note at the foot of 
this article) and represent the results of our years of experience covering investing, talking face to face 
with fund managers and advisers and poring over quantitative analysis. 

Many of the funds we use to invest our own money feature on the list. 



What the list is for 

Or rather, what it is not for. This is not an off-the-peg portfolio to pump your money into and forget 
about. 

DIY investing requires you understand the risk you are taking and conduct your own research to ensure 
an investment fits your needs and blends with others that you already hold. 

Some on the list have been chosen expressly because they can be relied upon to do several jobs well 
without the need for close monitoring. Others, however, operate in a way and in markets that are 
higher risk. 

The list, therefore, is designed to draw together funds that have shown themselves to be among the 
very best in whichever field they operate, and which work in a way we believe will continue to give 
the best chance of strong returns for the risk being taken. 

Unless we make clear to the contrary, the funds are intended for long-term investors who want a 
home for their money for five, 10 or even 20 years. 

How we chose the categories 

In order to meet the needs most often expressed by readers we have divided the list into five sections: 
UK funds, world funds, income funds, “get rich slow” funds and “wild cards”. 

Many investors prefer to steer clear of exotic regions they can only have limited knowledge of and the 
UK section satisfies the appetite for funds investing in companies that they know best. 

Our UK picks feature those funds we back to make the most of domestic opportunities, whether by 
spotting undervalued firms, investing at minimal cost or seeking out financially strong companies that 
can provide a steady return. 

Our world funds include those with managers we believe have the skill and resources to survey the 
global scene and make the most of the situations they find. There are low-cost options and “high-
conviction” plays that offer the potential for stronger returns. 

Income is often top of the list of investors’ priorities. Our income funds offer a high cash return but on 
a sustainable basis. 

“Get rich slow” is how we describe funds that prize a stable return above all, even if this means you 
can forget about any chance of doubling your money quickly. These funds can be core holdings or 
sensible additions that provide a degree of safety and diversification into assets that are uncorrelated 
to stock markets and bonds. 

We have left room for some “wild cards”. These are funds we believe offer particular opportunities 
for high-conviction investors to make money. There may be extra risk and there will be periods when 
a case cannot be made for investing. 

For these reasons, the wild cards stand to be revised more regularly than our other picks. 

 



How to use the list 

Below we include short passages on each fund to explain our selection. We have shown where a fund 
is included for its low charges and where it seeks to provide a return that can’t be found elsewhere. 

We state the ongoing charge figure (OCF), the best available indication of the annual cost, along with 
the “clean” share class that DIY investors need to buy to get the best price. The OCF we include with 
each fund is the cheapest option available to investors via a mainstream fund shop – it may not be the 
exact share class offered by your fund shop.  

Several investment trusts are included. Unlike more familiar unit trusts, investment trusts are 
themselves companies and you buy shares in them. There is an underlying pool of assets, but the value 
of an investor’s stake depends on the share price of the trust rather than the exact value of the assets. 

This can make investment trusts more volatile but those investing over the long term have time to let 
this even out. They are also able to borrow money to invest and hold back dividends, creating extra 
opportunities for managers to make gains and smooth out the income they pay. Because they are 
shares, they can be cheaper for investors to hold. 

Their structure also creates the possibility that an investment trust's shares become available for less 
than its assets are worth. This is known as trading at a discount. 

We urge investors to keep a track of investment trust share prices to spot periods when a discount 
becomes attractive. 

UK funds 

iShares UK Equity Index  

Deciding whether “active” funds, where a manager picks stocks, are worth the extra money they 
charge is a personal choice. 

It is true that many active funds fail to beat the wider market, meaning investors would be better off 
in a low cost “tracker” that invests automatically in all the companies in an index. 

We believe that, for those reluctant to take a chance on selecting an outperforming fund manager, 
tracker funds make the most sense. 

As with all the passive funds in the Telegraph 25, this BlackRock fund (which used to be called the 
BlackRock UK Equity Tracker) offers ultra-low cost and returns as near as possible to the benchmark. 

It tracks the FTSE All Share index of about 700 firms, giving investors a no-fuss way to get a slice of an 
extremely diverse array of London-listed companies. 

OCF: 0.06pc 

Clean share class: D 



Old Mutual UK Alpha 

The manager Richard Buxton, has a strong long-term record, even if performance faltered in 2016, 
and it is this that wins the fund a place in the list. 

It invests in larger companies and so is suitable for a wide range of investors. 

According to research by investment shop TD Direct, over the past 10 years Mr Buxton has delivered 
an annualised return of 7.1pc, beating the sector by an average of 1.7 percentage points per year. 

OCF: 0.78pc 

Clean share class: U1 

Polar Capital UK Value Opportunities 

This fund launched only early last year, but it is featured here with good reason. The managers, 
Georgina Hamilton and George Godber, previously ran the highly regarded Miton UK Value 
Opportunities fund, which was included on this list. 

The managers undertake their own research on stocks, particularly among smaller companies, where 
there is a greater chance of finding mispriced shares. 

Performance of the Miton fund when Ms Hamilton and Mr Godber were in charge was strong, 
generally uncorrelated with the wider market and resilient in falling markets. 

Since it launched, the fund has tripled the return of the FTSE All Share index. 

Read our latest interview with the managers here.  

OCF: 0.88pc (plus performance fee) 

Clean share class: I 

Fidelity Special Values 

This portfolio, an investment trust, invests in British companies of all sizes and looks in particular for 
those unloved by the wider market – the “contrarian” approach. 

The manager, Alex Wright, also runs Fidelity’s UK Special Situations fund. The trust closely resembles 
that fund but makes the list ahead of it thanks to the extra flexibility of its structure, which has helped 
it to outperform in rising markets. 

Mr Wright is highly rated by advisers and has a strong performance record, which helps to justify the 
higher charge. 

OCF: 1.06pc 

Clean share class: N/A 



Marlborough UK Micro Cap Growth 

The fund invests in many companies that would be too small for rivals to consider. This creates the 
opportunity for great returns, as companies at that level can grow very quickly, but also brings greater 
risk. 

The fund has a large number of holdings as a means to spread risk. Some are listed on the Aim market 
for fledgling firms. 

This less-researched area of the market is, in theory, more fertile territory for active fund managers. 

The management team is led by the highly experienced Giles Hargreave. 

OCF: 0.79pc 

Clean share class: P 

Woodford Equity Income (hold) 

It is no surprise to see this huge fund in the list. Its place is in our UK section however, rather than the 
income section. 

This is because the manager, Neil Woodford, has a track record of delivering for all investors, not just 
those who want income. The yield, at about 3.8pc, is no higher than that of the wider market. 

Mr Woodford’s record of picking winners and his expertise in areas such as healthcare add the 
potential for gains that the wider market will not make. 

However, the fund has struggled recently, falling well behind its peers and the FTSE All Share index. A 
number of holdings suffered dramatic share price falls, and key institutional investors have pulled 
hundreds of millions out of the fund. 

Our view is that current investors should hold on rather than crystallise losses, as Mr Woodford’s 
critics have been confounded in the past, but new investors should look elsewhere. 

OCF: 0.75pc 

Clean share class: C 

Rest of the world 

Legal & General International Index Trust 

As with our UK tracker fund, this L&G fund offers the lowest-cost route for investors who want global 
exposure to stock markets. 

The case for passive investing is strong over long time periods, such as investing for retirement, and it 
will suit many to opt for a global tracker. 



Investors who do not want to monitor their funds closely can rest assured that, while they still face 
the ups and down of global markets, they will not underperform by picking a dud manager. 

The L&G fund makes the list as the global tracker with the lowest headline cost. 

OCF: 0.13pc 

Clean share class: I 

Scottish Mortgage 

The manager of this investment trust, James Anderson, hunts for companies that he expects to grow 
rapidly and sustainably. 

Performance has been outstanding and the charge is exceptionally low, making the trust a 
“cornerstone investment” in the view of analysts we speak to. 

Mr Anderson aims to spot companies that will take advantage of big changes in how the world’s 
populations lead their lives, and some years ago he began to search for “disruptive” technology 
businesses above all, including some not listed on public stock exchanges. 

This creates the potential for market-beating growth for those willing to take the risk. Amazon is one 
of his listed holdings. 

Investors will be lucky to buy the shares at a discount to the value of its assets, as is sometimes possible 
with investment trusts, so should watch for dips in the premium to buy. 

OCF: 0.44pc  

Clean share class: N/A 

Fundsmith Equity 

A fund for purists who believe that investors gain in the long term only by buying slices of well run, 
quality businesses. 

This is a view Telegraph Money sympathises with, and the manager, Terry Smith, proudly sticks to this 
formula.  

The returns from this investing style could be less spectacular if economic growth and higher interest 
rates return, favouring cheap “value” stocks, but there is no reason to doubt that Mr Smith’s holdings 
will continue to perform solidly as businesses. 

His portfolio remains “concentrated”, consisting of just 28 companies from around the world, with 
more than half its money in the US. 

That concentration helps ensure that returns are less correlated with the index and investors should 
be ready to hold on if the markets turn against the fund. 

You are paying for genuine active management, which helps to justify the higher annual charge. 



OCF: 0.97pc 

Clean share class: I 

BlackRock Asia Special Situations 

This fund launched in 2014, and its holdings are similar to BlackRock's longer running offshore £3.9bn 
Asian Dragons fund. It has been a top performer since its launch. 

This fund makes the list ahead of its rivals as it does not fall into a distinct value or growth style of 
investing. Experts view this flexibility as valuable when investing in the rapidly growing Asia Pacific 
region. It also has the advantage of being able to draw on BlackRock's considerable resources and 
global presence.  

Around 45pc of the fund is invested in China, with 35pc split between South Korea, India and Hong 
Kong. 

This fund replaces Stewart Investors Asia Pacific leaders. Veteran manager Angus Tulloch has now 
retired. The argument for continuing to hold the fund regardless, which we were sympathetic to, was 
that the team had worked under him for a very long period of time, and therefore little would change.  

However, since March 2017, when Mr Tulloch's retirement was announced, performance has fallen 
well below both rivals and the market. 

OCF: 0.97pc 

Clean share class: D 

F&C Global Smaller Companies 

This investment trust, founded in 1889, invests in small companies from around the world. The 
attraction is the active management it offers for a relatively low price. 

It achieves this by buying shares in other investment trusts that themselves invest in specific countries 
or regions, as well as directly owning shares in markets such as the US. 

It is recommended by advisers as a suitable long-term bet when investing for a pension or on behalf 
of a child, for example. 

It can boast long-term performance that is among the best of any investment trust that invests 
globally. 

Its shares have mostly traded at a small premium, but have recently slipped to a discount. Investors 
may want to watch for such opportunities to buy. 

OCF: 0.61pc 

Clean share price: N/A 



iShares Core S&P 500 Ucits ETF 

British investors have traditionally struggled to identify fund managers who can consistently beat the 
American stock market. 

US shares are the best researched in the world and active funds that can beat the index without 
moving into more specialised sectors are few and far between. 

As a result, it seems sensible to stick to a fund that tracks the market at minimum cost. A standard 
tracker fund would do the job but “exchange-traded funds”, which are similar but quoted on the stock 
market, can be even cheaper because, as shares, they often attract lower holding fees. 

This iShares ETF tracks America’s broadly based S&P 500 index, giving investors exposure to giants 
such as Apple, Amazon and Warren Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway for a tiny charge. 

OCF: 0.07pc 

Clean share class: N/A 

Man GLG Japan Core Alpha 

Managed by Stephen Harker, the fund is frequently picked by advisers as being well-placed to take 
advantage of Japan’s investment revolution. 

The country is slowly pulling out of decades of sluggish economic growth and deflation and part of the 
picture is a new culture among Japanese companies to reward shareholders better. 

The fund has a “value” approach and experts praise its discipline in buying low and selling when 
valuations become unsupported. Performance has been strong and the fund has proved less volatile 
than rivals. 

Read our latest interview with Mr Harker here.  

• View latest performance data 

OCF: 0.9pc 

Clean share class: C 

Jupiter European Opportunities Trust 

This investment trust makes the list ahead of its unit trust counterpart, Jupiter European. Both are 
managed by Alexander Darwall. 

Telegraph Money likes the fact that Mr Darwall has a large amount of his own money invested in the 
trust. 

He has one of the longest records of investing on the continent and his performance has been among 
the best. This helps offset concerns over the trust’s performance fee. 



It typically trades at a small discount. 

OCF: 0.99pc (plus performance fee) 

Clean share class: N/A 

Income 

TwentyFour Dynamic Bond 

This is a “strategic” bond fund, meaning that the manager is able to select from a wide range of 
options, from government bonds to higher-risk corporate ones. 

Such funds can be the best option for DIY investors, who will find it hard to pick their way through the 
data on interest rates and credit ratings that largely dictate the returns from bonds. 

Popular with fund-of-fund managers, the TwentyFour fund is managed by a team of former bond 
traders. It currently yields 4.5pc. 

OCF: 0.8pc 

Clean share class: I 

Ardevora UK Income 

The funds, which invests in companies that pay big dividends, is run by Jeremy Lang and William 
Pattisson, very experienced managers who have evolved their own distinctive approach. 

They founded the fund group several years ago and so have a direct stake in the fund’s success. 

That the fund is relatively small is also a bonus, as it can hold significant stakes in companies of all 
sizes. 

This could prove a valuable benefit if the dividends from the giant payers in the FTSE 100 dry up. The 
fund yields around 3.9pc.  

OCF: 0.85pc 

Clean share class: C 

Invesco Perpetual Monthly Income Plus 

This is largely a bond fund, although there is a small holding in shares. 

The bond holdings are managed by Paul Causer and Paul Read, a very experienced pair who have 
achieved good returns versus their peers. The equity element is managed by Ciaran Mallon. 

Advisers like the fact that the managers can draw on the deep resources of Invesco Perpetual to 
research the whole spectrum of bonds. 



The fund yields 4.7pc.  

OCF: 0.72pc 

Clean share class: Z 

F&C Commercial Property Trust 

Property has become a regular part of the portfolios of ordinary investors, but there are concerns 
about the structure of some property funds. 

Many “open-ended” funds, which create and cancel units as investors buy and sell, were forced to 
halt trading after the Brexit vote in 2016, when investors who wanted to take their money out had to 
wait for funds to sell some of their holdings. 

So Telegraph Money’s preference is for investment trusts when it comes to investing in property (and 
other assets that are hard to sell). 

If an investor in a trust wants to sell, his stockbroker finds another investor who wants to buy; the 
trust itself does not have to generate cash to meet redemptions. 

F&C’s Commercial Property Trust is one of the longest-running, traded through the financial crisis, and 
has a solid performance record. 

The value of the underlying assets has risen by 35pc over five years. Dividends are paid monthly and 
the fund yields 4.2pc. 

It typically trades at a slight premium, although following the Brexit vote it fell to a double-digit 
discount. 

OCF: 0.89pc (plus performance fee) 

Clean share class: N/A 

City of London investment trust  

Investment trusts have been a great friend to investors who need a steady income. Some trusts have 
records of continuous dividends increases running to several decades. 

City of London, managed by Job Curtis, has the longest record of all: it notched up its 51st consecutive 
year of increased dividends in 2017. 

Other trusts boast impressive income records too but City of London makes the list thanks to the 
strong performance of its assets. It currently yields 3.9pc. 

OCF: 0.42pc 

Clean share class: N/A 

 



Get Rich Slow 

RIT Capital Partners 

As a portfolio set up to manage some of the Rothschild family’s money, this is a “wealth preservation” 
fund. 

It achieves this through a “multi-asset” approach, spreading investments across assets ranging from 
property and gold to shares listed in emerging markets. 

Currency exposure is also actively managed. Investors may miss the strongest gains when stock 
markets are rising, but can expect to make up ground in less certain times. 

The trust has moved to a premium during the recent market turmoil, so investors may wish to await 
a better time to buy. 

OCF: 1.05pc 

Cleanse share class: N/A 

Vanguard LifeStrategy 

Not one fund but a range, with varying splits between shares and bonds. Vanguard LifeStrategy 60pc, 
for example, holds this proportion in shares and the rest in bonds. 

Investors pick the one that suits their risk appetite and the portfolio is re-balanced to maintain the 
split, a valuable benefit for those happy to leave their investments alone for long periods. 

Each chunk is invested in tracker funds, drawing on Vanguard’s renowned expertise in this area, and 
costs are kept to a minimum. 

Many of the experts we speak to buy the LifeStrategy funds for themselves. 

OCF: 0.22pc 

Cleans share class:A 

Schroder MM Diversity 

Telegraph Money has been wary of some “multi-manager” funds because the extra layer of 
management adds costs for investors. 

The Schroder fund gets in on the basis that the managers, Marcus Brookes and Robin McDonald, have 
been prepared to show high levels of conviction in allocating money between underlying funds – for 
example, moving almost a third of the portfolio into cash in 2015. 

Experts say the fund is an ideal choice for a novice or cautious investor, with money split between 
shares, cash, bonds and alternative investments such as hedge funds and commodities. 

OCF: 1.31pc (inc cost of underlying funds) 



Clean share class: Z 

Wild cards 

Jupiter India 

Those of us who live in mature economies such as Britain may question our long-term growth 
prospects. 

No such questions arise in India. Its economy is far less advanced but the potential is mind-boggling. 

Investors need a strong stomach, as wild swings in the Indian stock market will attest, but those with 
a long-term view should consider exposure to India. 

The same arguments have been made in relation to China, but most of the experts we talk to see an 
openness in the Indian business culture that makes them favour it. 

The Jupiter fund is admired for the on-the-ground expertise of its manager, Avinash Vazirani. 

OCF: 1.07pc 

Clean share class: I 

Biotech Growth Trust 

This investment trust, which specialises in US healthcare companies, is strictly for the adventurous. 

Anyone would be forgiven for looking twice at the performance of the trust – it rose by 300pc between 
2012 and 2015, before suffering a huge fall and recovering strongly again. 

The case for biotech, however, is robust – and simple. As people age and live longer they will all need 
more medical treatment. 

It is a universally recognised trend that spans the globe. The longer an investment is held, the greater 
the chance that ups and downs – and there will be downs – will even out. 

The trust has typically traded at a 5pc-10pc discount recently. 

OCF: 1.1pc (plus performance fee)  

Clean share class: N/A 

SPDR S&P Global Dividend Aristocrats Ucits ETF 

So-called “smart beta” funds are passive investments that pick companies according to criteria other 
than their size, as a straightforward tracker fund would do. 

These criteria could be features of their financial performance, such as earnings growth, or their 
valuation. 



It could be as a simple as weighting all companies in an index equally, as opposed to doing so by value. 

Most such funds have records too short for investors to be sure they will perform in all conditions, but 
some of the early results are persuasive. 

The SPDR S&P Global Dividend Aristocrats ETF tracks those companies from a giant global index that 
have grown dividends for at least 10 years, with resources to support payments in the future. 

The end result is a relatively low-cost way to get global exposure to mature, defensive companies with 
a solid yield. The index currently yields 3.8pc. 

OCF: 0.45pc 

Clean share class: N/A 

 

 


